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When swapping in these injectors you will need to wire in new connectors or pigtails into your
stock harness and eliminate the fuel injector resistor pack. We are going to detail the process
for both requirements. The benefits to this swap include a much more modern injector, which
will allow you to run larger injectors than previously possible, while still maintaining excellent
idle and cruise and replacing your old and crusty fuel injector wiring. Additionally the stock wire
connector utilize a spring clip to hold them in, which is a pain to work with and easily lost.
Modern pigtails have a push button for an easy release and no chance of losing anything. We
will start with the rear harness as its easy to disconnect once the plenum is removed and take
the whole sub harness to the bench. The front harness is a little trickier because it is integral to
the engine harness, so all your work must be done on the engine. It is also hidden inside a
plastic tray. If you want to keep this you need to be careful taking the tray apart. Once you have
the injector pigtails done and the injectors installed you can now bypass the resistor pack. Your
car is now ready for modern injectors that will give you trouble free and safe performance with
your new wiring connectors. You must be logged in to post a comment. The front is integral to
the main wiring harness. The fuel injector wiring is very old and corroded by now and will not
take to solder well. The stock wire connectors use spring clips that must be removed with a pick
and are easy to lose and easy to break the connector. The GT and Stealth Turbo platforms use a
7 wire resistor pack on the firewall near the windshield wiper motor to reduce the voltage to the
stock low impedance injectors. This must be bypassed or your high impedance injectors will
not function. Rear Injector Harness We will start with the rear harness as its easy to disconnect
once the plenum is removed and take the whole sub harness to the bench. Once you removed
the rear subharness start by stripping off the outer sheath from the wiring. Lay out your new
pigtail next to the old wire to determine where to cut. The old harness will be brittle and
corroded, so use as much of the new one as you can. Strip the wires once you are happy with
the length. Automatic wire strippers are very helpful for this. Note how corroded and dark the
stock wire is. Its tempting to use solder and heat shrink tubing and that will usually work, but as
corroded as the old wiring is, its actually better to use high quality insulated heat shrink crimps
as shown. Solder can also crack and make joints brittle, so can break in hard motorsports use.
The completed subharness, ready for installation in the rear bacnk. The rear sub harness
installed. Front Harness The front harness is a little trickier because it is integral to the engine
harness, so all your work must be done on the engine. After flipping the front tray over pop it
apart carefully with a screwdriver. After you remove the front harness it looks like this. Repeat
the process you did for the rear plugs on the front. Carefully place the new harness into the
plastic channel and snap the bottom on. The front wiring installed and the injectors in place.
Resistor Pack Once you have the injector pigtails done and the injectors installed you can now
bypass the resistor pack. The resistor pack on the firewall. Remove the 2 10mm headed bolts
and the plug. The resistor pack. You will need to cut the plug off with a little wire to spare. You
will need to strip all seven and connect them all to each other. This is a case where solder may
work best, particularly as these are very short and not subject to much movement. Make sure to
use a lot of heat to get the solder to wick properly. Conclusion Your car is now ready for
modern injectors that will give you trouble free and safe performance with your new wiring
connectors. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. I never have.
The plan for this unit is to combine the push-button starter done from this guide How To: Push
Button Start with the twist of a passive remote entry system. On my car, I used a switch for the
key positions and applied the Advanced Keys unit used in this tutorial. The goal of this tutorial
is to make it so that when you walk up to your car, the doors will automatically unlock and the
ignition will turn to the "ready to start" stage. From there, all you will have to do is get in and
push a button to start the car. Additionally, when exiting the car and moving out of range, the
car will automatically activate the turbo timer, lock the doors, and roll up the windows. Note:
Brian from Advanced Keys was super helpful and prompt in helping with this install in every
way. I can honestly say that there isn't great customer service like this around anymore. I used
this wiring info sheet to help me find most of the wires required for this tutorial, however please
note that I changed a few locations for my install. Thank you to the poster of this information:
Alarm Installation Wiring. I took this image right from the install manual. Other than that, this
tutorial is fairly easy as far as electrical work goes. You can use crimp-connectors to attach
some of these wires, but soldering will be your best bet to make the connections sturdy and
reliable. While an extra set of hands may help with this process, all of this guide can be
performed by a single person. If you flip completely upside down, pull yourself sideways under
the dash, and look towards the drivers-side of the car in the very back against the firewall. One
of those controls the doors. If you try to look and can even find the wires somewhere in the 5
million running there and you can somehow manage to get your arms up there then by all
means have at it. What I did as an alternative was create my own little wire bundle for the lock

wires and fed it through the wall to the door near the door hinge and vice versa for the wires
from the auto window closing unit to the cabin see the image to the right. I also did this because
I wanted the window closer unit to be in the door. If you want the same, take a look near the
door hinge and you will see a plastic piece that the wiring harness from the cabin clicks into. It
has one bolt on the bottom and one on the top. I just loosened the top bolt, slipped the wires
through, and slightly tightened it back down but not too far to destroy the wires. You can seal
this up if you choose this route and feel the need. I did not as it really doesn't see any weather
in there. You could also drill your own hole and use a grommet but this seemed to be the way
easier alternative. This is more of a helper if you actually have the Auto Window Closer Module
and full instructions in front of you. The photo to the right shows what the entire harness looks
like. In my installation, I cut the red operation wire. This wire just runs each motor for 8 seconds
as opposed to sensing for when the window is closed. I figured with our cars being as old as
they are that this would be a safer bet. Of the remaining wires, route wire 8 purple , 19 red , and
20 black back into the cabin via the door hinge trick mentioned in the Smart Keyless Entry unit
install above. Lastly, wire 6 brown is not needed since the unit update is not there so there's no
point in looking. Brian from Advanced Keys has confirmed this. To wrap up, I went back,
soldered and covered every wire. Where you hide the unit and clean up wires is up to you. I
hope this guide helped you install this amazing product and up your cool and functioning factor
by 10 points. Categories : How To Electrical Alarm. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit History. Categories How To's Information
Dictionary. Contribute Create an Article Upload a File. This page was last edited on April 11, , at
In the future, I plan to use this wire for something custom. If you have any problems with your
alarm not deactivating, you can hook this up to the green wire on the ETACS so that you can
deactivate the alarm when you hold the unlock button on the keyfob which would normally
activate the trunk release. If you want the trunk release, just find an actuator and hook it up
here. The easiest solution I found was by tapping into the rheostat. This wire is pretty obvious if
you've ever installed anything. Splice into the white "ignition" wire that is on the ignition
harness ignore the ghetto tape-job in the photo -- this was just done for testing purposes. See
Wiring the Driver-side Door. In my install, I did not use this wire just out of personal preference.
However, you can access the horn wire in the bundle of wires that come down from the steering
wheel. The yellow wire off the relay is hooked to a 12v constant. The thin white wire from the
relay is spliced to the thin white wire off the 7-pin harness on the main unit. For this install, I
used the same splice that I used for wire 4 red. This would disable being able to start the car
unless your fob was in range. This is where I got creative with my install. To have control of the
ignition on or off like I do in my setup, use the 12v side of the ignition switch. I still use the
switch in the setup now, but this setup leaves it on so that the Advanced Keys unit controls it. I
left the switch in so that I can still kill the ignition if I'm in range of the car. To do it the way I did
it, you will have to change Jumper 2. However, the Advanced Keys push button still looks very
cool and should fit right where the key cylinder would go. There should be a little harness
hanging above the brake pedal. I used a spade connector on the end of the thin brown wire and
barely managed to stick it in the factory harness. I spent about an hour trying to figure out a
way to maneuver my body in there so I could use one arm, let alone two, to somehow splice this
damn thing. The brake wire is green, and you can see in the photo where I plugged the spade
with the red cover into the harness that is directly above the brake pedel. You can find this little
pain in the ass running along the sill, from the actual switch itself, to the driver-side kick panel
somewhere. It is bundled with a bunch of other wires that run under the carpet and plastic cover
under the gas and trunk release levers. I had to leave this wire disconnected in my setup
because it makes the unit basically stop functioning. The reason for this is because it stops
searching for the fob which, in turn, would turn off my ignition. Normally you would just splice
this into the thick blue wire in the picture from wire 4. These are pretty straight-forward and you
can place them wherever you'd like. I put my bypass in the top-left of the windshield and one
behind the little piece of carpet between the emergency brake and console. I did that to always
have a good signal since it controls my ignition being on. This is from the bundle that I ran to
the door from the cabin. In my '92, the factory wire to tap into was brown. To make sure this is
the same on your car, just test it with a test light. You're looking for the wire that changes when
you press the lock button. Just tap it. Just like wire 5, you can perform the same test with the
test light to make sure you're tapping into the right wire this time on unlock. I also ran this wire
back into the cabin and attached it to the same ignition wire as the main unit. This wire can also
be routed back into the cabin with wires 19 and 20, as this will attach to the thin blue wire on the
main Keyless Entry Unit. These are the polarity wires. They're explained a bit more in-depth in
the instructions that came with the unit, but for simplicity, just give them the 12v constant. I
cheated and just spliced them into wire 19 red , which is also getting the 12v constant power.
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